Systematic mining and genetic characterization of regulatory factors for wheat spike development
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Abstract

Spike architecture largely affects grain number embraced, which is a key factor influencing wheat grain yield. Here, we systematically explore the genetic regulation network governing wheat spike development by integration of multi-omic data with population genetics. Transcriptome and epigenome profile of shoot apex at eight developmental stages were generated. Gain-of-chromatin accessibility and changes of H3K27me3 coordinately associate with the progressive transcriptome alteration for flowering. A core transcriptional regulation network (TRN) that likely drives various meristematic cell identities transition to form spike was constructed. Integration of the
TRN and genome-wide association analysis (GWAS), 260 transcription factors (TFs) were identified, including 52 characterized factors in crops, but mostly unstudied. Multi-layer regulatory module among TaSPL6, TaMADS34 and TaMADS14 suggested by TRN was further validated experimentally. About 85 novel TFs contain high impact mutant lines in KN9204 TILLING library. Of them, 44 TFs with homozygous mutation, including NAC, bHLH, MYB, and WRKY, show altered spike architecture. In particular, TaMYB4-A positively regulates fertile spikelet number likely via regulating hormones homeostasis or signaling, while acting downstream of- and repressed by WFZP. The elite allele of TaMYB4-A, with higher expression and more fertile spikelet, was selected during breeding process in China. Collectively, we present invaluable resource of high-confidence regulators and novel strategy for understanding the genetic regulation of wheat spike development systematically.
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**Introduction**

Wheat (*Triticum aestivum*) is a major crop worldwide and provides about 20% of the daily calories and proteins consumed by human population. Yield is a polygenic complex quantitative trait composed of multiple elements including fertile tiller per area, grain number per spike (GNPS) and grain weight (Xiao et al., 2022). GNPS is determinate by the architecture of spike/inflorescence, which involves the number and arrangement of spikelet and fertile florets within spikelet. The spike architecture is shaped by endogenous developmental programs as well as environmental conditions (Gao et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019; Qi et al., 2019).

During seedling stage, shoot apex meristem (SAM) constitutively produce primordium of leaves, nodes and internodes. The bract leaf primordia first appeared on the growth cone to form a single edge (SR) structure, and then the spikelet meristem (SM) was formed in the upper part of the bract to enter into double ridge (DR) stage, which is also
a symbol for flowering transition. SM gradually differentiates and enlarges from the middle of inflorescence to both ends. After formation of apical SM, the maximum number of spikelets is reached. Following the completion of spikelet differentiation, the lemma primordium (floral primordia differentiation stage) is formed, then it differentiates to produce pistil primordium and pollen sacs (floral organ primordia differentiation stage), and finally enters the booting stage (Bonnett, 1936). Throughout wheat spike development, SM differentiation during and after DR stage determines the spikelet number per spike (SNS) (Dobrovolskaya et al., 2015; Li et al., 2019; Li et al., 2021).

Much progresses have been made in the molecular regulation of cereal inflorescence architecture, including rice, maize and wheat (Gao et al., 2019; Yuan et al., 2020). In general, several steps are critical for the inflorescence structure, such as the duration of inflorescence development, the initiation, arrangement and terminal of spikelets, as well as the fertility of spikelet and floret (Yuan et al., 2020). In wheat, flowering time regulator such as Photoperiod-1 (Ppd-1), FLOWERING LOCUS T1 (FT1), FT2 coordinately regulate the transition of SAM to inflorescence meristem (IM) and the duration of spike development, which in turn affects the paired spikelet formation (Boden et al., 2015; Finnegan et al., 2018). TEOSINTE BRANCHED1 (TB1) encoding a TCP transcription factor, controls lateral branching in maize (Doebley et al., 1997). In wheat, TaTB1 interacts with FT1 to control the production of paired spikelets via regulating VRN1 expression (Dixon et al., 2018). VERNALIZATION1 (VRN1) and the other orthologs of AP1/FUL-like factor, FRUITFULL2 (FUL2), and FUL3 are required synergistically for initiation and maintenance of the SM identity (Li et al., 2019). Overexpression of PANICLE PHYTOMER2 (TaPAP2), a MADS box TF coding gene in wheat, inhibits SM formation and reduces SNS (Wang et al., 2017). While WHEAT ORTHOLOG OF APO1 (WAPO1) affects SNS by regulating the timing of terminal spikelet formation (Kuzay et al., 2022; Kuzay et al., 2019). Q (AP2L5), which encodes an APETALA 2 (AP2) TF, can significantly reduce the SNS when loss-of-function, possibly due to the premature transition of the spike meristem to terminal spikelets.
Debernardi et al., 2020). Overexpression of TERMINAL FLOWER 1 (TaTFL1)-2D delayed the terminal spikelet formation and increased SNS, while Grain Number Increase 1 (GNII) played the opposite role on determining SNS (Sakuma et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2017; Sakuma et al., 2019). WFZP, a homologous of rice FRIZZY PANICLE (FZP), determines the SNS and the floret meristem fate partially by VRN1 and HOMEBOX4 (TaHOX4) (Li et al., 2021), as well as by inhibiting the repressor of spikelet formation gene TaBA1 through epigenetic modification factors TaHDA1 and TaLHP1 (Du et al., 2021). Several SQUAMOSA promoter-binding protein-like (SPL) and MADS-box TFs are involved in the floral organ formation and regulate floret fertility, such as TaSPL13-B (Li et al., 2020), TaSPL14 (Cao et al., 2021), TaAGL6-A (Kong et al., 2022). Besides of the key TFs that mediating the meristem identity switch, factors in auxin and cytokinin (CK) hemostasis also play important role in regulation of spike development in wheat, such as TaCYP78A5 and TaCKX2.1, TaCKX2.2 (Guo et al., 2022; Jablonski et al., 2020; Jablonski et al., 2021; Qi et al., 2019).

The factors identified above are mainly through homologous cloning or forward genetic mapping from mutants or bi-parental population. Recently, population genetics has flourished owing to the sequencing technology innovation (Sehgal and Dreisigacker, 2022). Large-scale GWAS analysis was performed among landmark cultivars with single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) generated with genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) (Pang et al., 2020), whole genome resequencing (Hao et al., 2020), or exome capture sequencing (Li et al., 2022a). Various genetic loci were associated with spike developmental related traits, such as spike length (SL), SNS, GNPS, grain setting and spike compactness (Pang et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2017). However, wheat is an allohexaploid of large genome plant with generally triple genes number, large proportion of intergenic regions, more complex sub-genome interaction, and long LD intervals (Hao et al., 2020; Li et al., 2022a; Pang et al., 2020), which greatly reduced the accuracy of association study (Huang and Han, 2014). Other types of information, such as genes expression network provides different filter for identification of key
regulators, as proved by previous studies (Li et al., 2018; VanGessel et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2017).

Here, we carried out a time serial profiling of transcriptome and epigenome at shoot apex in elite wheat cultivar Kenong 9204 (KN9204), to understand how chromatin landscape is coordinated with transcriptome dynamics during the process of spike formation. More importantly, we integrate genes co-expression and regulatory network with GWAS/QTL to identify key factors shaping wheat spike architecture, and further validate and do in-depth analysis to uncover the potential regulators’ function.

Results

A transcriptome and chromatin landscape atlas for wheat spike formation

To understand the transcriptional regulation for wheat spike development, shoot tips of eight distinct stages of cultivar KN9204 were sampled, including SAM, elongation stage (EL), SR, DR, spikelet meristem initiation stage (SMI), glume primordium differentiation stage (GPD), floral meristem initiation stage (FMI), floral organ primordia differentiation stage (FOP) (Figure 1A). RNA-seq and the Assay for Transposase Accessible Chromatin with high-throughput sequencing (ATAC-seq) were used to profile global gene expression, chromatin accessibility with two or three bio-replicates (Figure 1A and Supplemental Figure 1A) (Buenrostro et al., 2015; Kaya-Okur et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2022).

In total, 58,875 high-confidence genes were found to express at least in one stage (TPM > 0.5) (Supplemental Table 1). The principal component analysis (PCA) showed that the eight stages could be subdivided into two major categories, as vegetative group including SAM, EL, SR, DR and reproductive group including SMI, GPD, FMI and FOP (Figure 1B). More differential expressed genes (DEGs) between adjacent stages occurs at morphological transition points, such as DR to SMI, SMI to GPD, FMI to FOP, when spikelet meristem, glume primordial and floral organ primordial initiate.
respectively (Figure 1C and Supplemental Table 2). Stage-specific expressed genes are identified via clustering (Figure 1D). Known factors involved in flowering time regulation and inflorescence development is highlighted from specific cluster. For instance, flowering time gene TaPPD1 in cluster2 is expressed before floral transition from SAM to DR (Boden et al., 2015; Perez-Gianmarco et al., 2020); WAPO1, required for the maintenance of SM activity, is highly expressed at SMI (Kuzay et al., 2022); TaTFL1 and WFZP, involved in terminal spikelet formation and floret fate, are expressed at GPD and FMI (Li et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2017); floral organ regulator TaAGL6 is highly expressed at FOP (Kong et al., 2022) (Figure 1D). Besides, various members of SPL family TF (TaSPL9/12, TaSPL1, TaSPL14, and TaSPL8/16) are highly expressed at different stages (Figure 1D), consistent with recent report (Li et al., 2022b). Such transcriptome pattern correlates with the morphological characteristic of individual stage, indicating our sampling could capture the dynamic gene expression profile during wheat spike development.

As our previous report (Zhao et al., 2022), accessible chromatin is mainly located in the distal intergenic regions and promoters (Figure 1E). ATAC-seq peak intensity at genic region, in particular around TSS, is positively correlated with gene expression (Supplemental Figure 1B). Unsupervised PCA revealed a continuous trajectory of chromatin accessibility dynamics during wheat spike development (Figure 1F). Eight-stages could partition into five sub-clusters, as vegetative cluster before flowering including SAM, EL, SR, flowering transition stage (DR), inflorescence initiation (SMI), spikelet meristem formation (FMI, GPD) and floret meristem formation (FOP) (Supplemental Figure 1C). A globally increasing of chromatin accessibility at genic regions was observed from vegetative cluster to flowering transition and inflorescence initiation, whereas, declined during spikelet and floret formation (Figure 1G and Supplemental Figure 1D).

Based on the chromatin accessibility dynamics, SAM, DR, SMI, GPD and FOP stages were chosen for histone modification profiling via Cleavage Under Targets and
Tagmentation (CUT&Tag) (Figure 1A) (Zhao et al., 2022). In general, H3K27ac, H3K4me3 and H3K36me3 intensity around TSS are positively correlated with gene expression, while H3K27me3 is enriched at gene body of no/low expressed genes (Figure 1E and Supplemental Figure 1B). H3K27me3 and H3K36me3 was mutually exclusive for each other, H3K4me3 and H3K27ac was positively correlated, whereas, histone variants H2A.Z was overlapped with both active H3K27ac and H3K4me3 and repressive H3K27me3, but depleted with H3K36me3 (Supplemental Figure 1E and Supplemental Table 3). The PCA and cluster analyses showed that various histone modifications had stage-specific transitions during different developmental stages (Figures 1H and 1I and Supplemental Figures 1F-1H). Of note, H3K27me3 presents continuous trajectory while others are not, suggesting higher correlation with transcriptional profile dynamics (Figure 1H). Indeed, H3K27me3 abundance and chromatin accessibility jointly affect different genes expression pattern during spike development (Figure 1J).

Taken together, we have generated transcriptomic and epigenomic profile of shoot apex at important stages during wheat spike formation, which can facilitate elucidating the transcriptional regulatory insights for shaping wheat inflorescence architecture.
Figure 1. Charting transcriptome and chromatin landscapes during wheat spike development.

(A) Scanning electronic micrographs (SEM) of young spikes in eight developmental stages and experimental design. SAM, shoot apical ateristem; EL, elongation stage; SR, single ridge; DR, double ridge; SMI, spikelet meristem initiation; GPD, glume primordium differentiation; FMI, floral meristem initiation; FOP, floral organ primordium differentiation. Bar= 200 μm.

(B) Principal component analysis (PCA) of transcriptome showing distinct development stages. Each dot represents one sample. Color represents the different
stages during spike development. Three bio-replicates were sequenced for each stage.

(C) Number of differential expressed genes (DEGs) between adjacent developmental stages. DEGs were defined by the threshold $|\log_2$ (Fold Change)$| \geq 1$ and FDR $\leq 0.05$ by DESeq2.

(D) Heatmap of expressed genes sorted by k-mean clustering across the samples collected at different developmental stages. The representative genes of each cluster are listed on the right.

(E) Peak distribution of ATAC-seq and various histone modifications relative to genes.

(F) PCA of ATAC-seq samples during spike development. Each dot represents one sample. Color represents different stages. Two bio-replicates were sequenced for each stage.

(G) Chromatin accessibility dynamics in proximal regions (promoter and genic regions) during wheat spike development.

(H-I) PCA of H3K27me3 (H) and H3K27ac (I) samples during spike development. Each dot represents one sample. Two bio-replicates were sequenced for each stage.

(J) Gene expression, chromatin accessibility and H3K27me3 changes at representative genes during spike development. The y-axis indicates relative values of Z-scaled gene expression, chromatin accessibility and H3K27me3 levels.

A permissive chromatin environment facilitates vegetative-to-reproductive transition

As indicated, chromatin accessibility increased globally during vegetative-to-reproductive transition at shoot apex (Figure 1G). We further look at differential accessible promoter regions (DAPR) from SAM to EL, SR, DR till SMI stages (Figure 2A and Supplemental Table 4). In total, 49,153 DAPR was identified, categorized into 6 clusters. Of them, majority of DAPR showed increased accessibility at either DR or SMI stages, including clusters 2,3,4,6 (Figure 2A and Supplemental Table 5). Interestingly, genes of those four clusters show higher positive correlation between chromatin accessibility and transcriptional dynamics ($R > 0.5$) (Figure 2B). Indeed, genes with increased chromatin accessibility at DR or SMI stages is significantly overlapped with genes of elevated expression at DR or SMI as compared to SAM (1,920 genes within gene set I; Figure 2C, Supplemental Figure 2A and Supplemental Table 6). The degree of increased chromatin accessibility is highly correlated ($R = 0.85$) with fold change of elevated expression level (Figure 2D). Gene Ontology (GO) term analysis suggests that hormone biosynthesis and signaling, inflorescence meristem
identity, asymmetric cell division are enriched in gene set I (Figure 2E). This highlights the synchronous between gain-of-chromatin accessibility and elevated gene expression during vegetative apical meristem to inflorescence meristem transition (Figure 2F).

Besides, open chromatin could set a ‘primed’ status for gene activation later on (Bonifer et al., 2017; He and Li, 2018). There are 3,435 genes with gained chromatin accessibility at DR or SMI but elevated mRNA level at stages after SMI (Gene set II; Figure 2C, Supplemental Figure 2B and Supplemental Table 6). Those genes are mainly involved in hormones metabolism, floral organ identity, meristem development (Supplemental Figure 2C), which are important for spike formation similar as gene set I. By contrast, large amount of genes with gain-of-chromatin accessibility but no change of mRNA level at tested spike developmental stages (Gene set III; Figure 2C and Supplemental Table 6), such as genes participated in polarity specification, cell size regulation, regulation of translation or protein transport (Supplemental Figure 2D). Thus, other chromatin features may also involve in the gene expression regulation of different gene sets.

Indeed, H3K27me3 was closely related to transcriptional pattern of gene set I, II, III, while other histone modifications such as H3K27ac, H3K4me3, H2A.Z were not specifically correlated (Figure 2G and Supplemental Figure 2E). In details, genes in set I have relative higher chromatin accessibility at SAM stage, and sharply increased openness at DR and SMI stages, while reduced H3K27me3 level at DR as compared to SAM (Figure 2G). As example, well known flowering promoting gene TaVRN-B1 shows increased chromatin accessibility and decreased H3K27me3 in genic region, while no change for H3K4me3 from SAM to DR and SMI stages (Figure 2H). Whereas for gene set II, though chromatin accessibility is elevated at SMI and GPD stages, but the relative openness is low. Meanwhile, H3K27me3 level doesn’t change from SAM to DR, even increased at SMI stage. The combined effect may result in the ‘primed’ transcriptional status, which gene expression level increased later with the reduction of H3K27me3, such as WAP3 (Figures 2G and 2H). For gene set III, lowest chromatin
accessibility gained and highest H3K27me3 coverage is observed, which can restrict

gene activation (Figure 2G), as the case for TaEhd2 gene (Figure 2H).

In summary, from vegetative to reproductive transition, the genome-wide chromatin
accessibility increased and H3K27me3 reduced at selective part of genome that create
a permissive environment for activation of inflorescence meristem genes and initial the
reproductive development of shoot apex.
Figure 2. Chromatin accessibility and H3K27me3 dynamics facilitate vegetative-to-reproductive transition of shoot apex.

(A) K-means clustering of differential accessible promoter regions (DAPR) across the samples collected at stage from SAM to SMI.

(B) The chromatin accessibility and gene expression tendency for each cluster in A.
value stands for the Pearson correlation coefficients.

(C) Overlap between genes with gained-chromatin accessibility of cluster 2, 3, 4, 6 in (A) (blue circle), elevated expression at DR and SAM stage versus SAM stage (red circle) and up-regulated at GPD, FMI, FOP stage versus former stages (green circle). See also Supplemental Figures 2A and 2B. Geneset 1 showing overlap between red and blue circle genes; geneset 2 showing overlap between red and green circle; while rest genes from red circle belong to geneset 3. Hypergeometric test was used to calculate P-value for the enrichment of geneset 1 and 2.

(D) Correlation of gene expression elevation (x-axis) and chromatin accessibility gain (y-axis) from SAM to DR or SMI based on 1920 genes in geneset 1 in (C). Genes were ranked by fold change of elevated expression and separated into 50 bins.

(E) GO enrichment analysis of 1920 genes in gene set 1.

(F) Synchronous pattern of gene set 1 between the gain of chromatin accessibility and elevation of gene expression from SAM to DR or SMI stage. Individual bio-replicate are shown separately.

(G) Chromatin accessibility (top) and H3K27me3 (bottom) levels of genes in gene set 1, 2, 3 at SAM, DR and SMI stages.

(H) IGV browser showing expression, chromatin accessibility and histone modifications change at representative genes of VRNI (gene set 1-left), WAP3 (gene set 2-middle) and TaEhd2 (gene set 3-right).

**Gene co-expression and transcriptional regulatory network for spike architecture formation**

Following the initiation of reproductive growth (DR), inflorescence undergoes several processes, including SMI, GPD, FMI, and FOP to form the spike architecture (Figure 1A and Figure 3A). This is critical for determining SNS, contributing to grain yield.

We thus analyzed the genes co-expression and regulatory network to highlight the potential factors that may govern the process.

We calculated the pseudo time of stages covering SMI to FOP based on PCA distance (Figure 3A), GPD and FMI stages are close to each other, while distinct from SMI and FOP. A total of 8,200 DEG was identified in the process of spike architecture formation (any DEG among SMI, GPD, FMI, FOP), which could be clustered into 6 categories (Figure 3B and Supplemental Table 7). Floral meristem determinacy and various hormone metabolic genes are highly expressed at SMI; hormone signaling, polarity establishment genes are active at GPD and FMI; while floral organ identity, polarity
specification genes are elevated at FOP (Figures 3B and 3C). Among those stage
specific DEGs, we looked for enriched TFs. Within clusters 3 and 6, ERF and WRKY
TFs are enriched and highly expressed at SMI stage. For GPD and FMI stages, NF-Y
and SBP TFs are abundantly expressed within clusters 2 and 4. Whereas, MADS box
TFs are outstanding at FOP stage of cluster 5 (Figures 3B and 3C). Such expression
pattern fits well with the spatiotemporal switch of meristem identities in the context of
hormone regulation (Kellogg, 2022; Koppolu et al., 2022), and indicates potential
importance of individual TFs family in driving the transcriptional network that
governing spike formation.

Accessible chromatin regions provide docking sites for TF binding. Binding motifs of
AP2/ERF, bHLH and SPL showed greatest accessibility variability during SMI to FOP
(Figure 3D), suggesting the potential importance of those TFs. Based on the TF-motif
recognition pairs, in combination with the co-expression pattern of TFs and
downstream targets, we are able to construct a hierarchy TRN by integrating the multi-
stages ATAC-seq and RNA-seq data (Supplemental Figure 3A). Totally, 36,908 pairs
of TFs-target genes interactions were identified, covering a total of 5,106 genes, of
which 4,916 pairs were regulated between TFs (Supplemental Figure 3B). A clear
sequential regulatory relation among time-serial expressed gene clusters from SMI to
FMI is observed as C6-C3-C2-C4 (Figure 3E). Whereas, FOP specific expressed genes
in C1 and C5 are separated and regulated each other (Figure 3E), indicating different
transcriptional regulatory networks between spikelet and floret development. TFs of
ERF, B3, TCP, DOF and MIKC-MADS may play core regulatory role in this network
as more targets being identified (Figure 3F and Supplemental Figure 3C). Some
functionally characterized factors that involved in wheat spike development can be
found in the network, such as TaTBI (Dixon et al., 2018), VRNI (Li et al., 2019),
TaFUL3 (Li et al., 2019) (Figure 3G), indicating the capability of our TRN in capturing
important regulators.
To validate the prediction power of the hierarchy of transcriptional regulation among TFs, we extract a small module that contains factors being functionally studied individually in other crops but without known of regulatory relations, such as SPL6 (Wang et al., 2018), MADS34 (Lin et al., 2014; Meng et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2022), MADS15 (Wang et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2017) (Figure 3G). From their temporally expression pattern (Supplemental Figure 3D) and the presence of specific motifs in the open chromatin of each gene (Supplemental Figure 3E), we speculate a positive transcriptional regulation hierarchy following SPL6-MADS34-MADS15-HMA module. Indeed, we observed a positive transcriptional regulatory circuit among them by using luciferase reporter assay in tobacco leaves (Figure 3H and Supplemental Figure 3F). As well, such regulation circuit is dependent on the TF-motif specific recognition (Figure 3H and Supplemental Figure 3F).

Thus, the TRN constructed could well predict the potential important regulatory factors and their transcriptional regulatory relationships during the process of spike development.
Figure 3. Transcriptional regulatory network (TRN) governing spike architecture formation.

(A) Principal-components plots of gene expression from SMI to FOP stages. The developmental time units (DTU) values calculated based on scaled straight distance between two adjacent stages was shown in the lower panel.

(B) K-mean clustering of DEGs from SMI to FOP stage and representative genes in
each cluster.
(C) TF family enrichment and GO enrichment analysis within each cluster in B.
(D) Motif accessibility variance from SMI to FOP stage.
(E) Hierarchical transcriptional regulations of sequentially expressed gene clusters
from (B). P-value was determined by the hypergeometric test.
(F) Average target genes number of each TF family in the TRN. The size of dot
represents number of target genes.
(G) TRN for represented key TFs participated in spike development, from SMI to FOP
stages. Genes were roughly ranked by the expression timing from left to right as
indicated by different colors gradients. TFs and non-TF coding target genes were
in solid rectangle or circle, respectively. The dashed red rectangle frame indicates
a four-layer regulation module tested in (H).
(H) Luciferase reporter assays validation of transcriptional regulation among
representative TF-target pairs as indicated. Mutations of the TF binding sites were
introduced in the promoter region of target genes separately. Student’s t test was
used for the statistical significance (**, p ≤ 0.01; ***, p ≤ 0.001).

Integration of multi-data to systematically screen regulators shaping spike
development
The open region of chromatin is crucial for the establishment of transcriptional
regulatory relationships (Klemm et al., 2019). Indeed, more binding motifs of TFs are
significantly present in the open region of chromatin (Figure 4A), with lower DNA
variation at the TFs binding footprints (Figure 4B) (Zhou et al., 2020). Furthermore,
the open chromatin regions contain significantly higher GWAS signals with related to
spike morphology traits from previous publication (Figure 4C and Supplemental Table
8). The QTL frequency of open chromatin regions quintupling that of the whole genome
totally, with analogical results obtained for concrete spike related traits, such as spike
length (SL), SNS, GNPS (Figure 4D). Take the fertile spikelet number per spike (FSPS)
as an example, a total of 153 SNPs passed the significance threshold from GWAS
analysis and considered as significant associated loci (Figure 4F and Supplemental
Table 9). We enlarged the candidate region to 1 Mb centered on the GWAS signal peak,
2,916 genes were identified as candidate genes. Among the 2,916 genes, 1762 genes
(60.43%, C1 and C4) present the highest openness of chromatin accessibility at DR or
SMI, when spikelet primordia were undergoing initiation/ differentiation and
considered to be critical for determination of final SNS (Figure 4E and Supplemental
Figure 4A). In addition, 438 genes (15.02%, C6) exhibit to most open at FMI, which is crucial to the floret development and seed setting (Supplemental Table 9). Analogical results were observed for SL, spikelet density (SD), and SNS (Supplemental Figure 4B). This result indicated that large proportion of GWAS candidate genes possess high chromatin openness at key developmental stage relating to the corresponding trait.

We further integrate the spike traits-associated genetic regions from population genetics study (Supplemental Table 8) with key regulators identified for floral transition, giving the importance of regulating duration of inflorescence meristem development (Boden et al., 2015; Finnegan et al., 2018), as well as the regulators in the TRN network that potentially governing the formation of spike (Figure 4F). With focusing on TFs coding genes, we got 776 candidates for further screening (Figure 4F and Supplemental Table 10). Among them, more than half (404 TFs) are within the spike morphological traits-associated genetic regions (Figure 4Fand Supplemental Table 10). We further narrow-down the candidates to 260 TFs by looking for presence of SNP in the open chromatin region of those TFs (Figure 4F and Supplemental Table 10), which is likely to affect the transcriptional regulatory circuit and rewire the TRN of spike development.

Of the candidate TFs, we categorize them into three classes, termed as ‘researched’ for functional studied in wheat and ‘conserved’ as orthologue being studied in other species as well as ‘novel’ for functional unknown for wheat and other crops (Figure 4G). Among the 260 TFs, 11 factors are ‘researched’ in wheat, including VRN1 (Li et al., 2019), TaFUL3 (Li et al., 2019), TaAGL6 (Kong et al., 2022), TaSEP3 (Zhang et al., 2021). Another 41 factors are ‘conserved’, including MOCI (Zhang et al., 2015), PAP2 (Kobayashi et al., 2010; Kobayashi et al., 2012), MADS14 (Wu et al., 2017), etc. (Figure 4G and Supplemental Table 11). Of note, majority of candidates identified are ‘novel’ TFs, as many as 208, without study in wheat or other crops. These TFs are enriched in ERF, WRKY, bHLH, MYB, B3 families (Figure 4H and Supplemental Table 11). Thus, by integrating of multi-dimensional data, we have identified potential key regulators for spike development.
Figure 4. Screening for key TFs in spike development by integration of multidimensional data.

(A-C) Enrichment of TF binding motifs (A), SNP density (B) and GWAS signals of multi-trait (C) in open chromatin regions. Green and gray refer to open chromatin regions and control regions, respectively.

(D) The QTL frequency of spike morphology related traits in open chromatin regions (light green bar) and whole genome (gray bar). The QTL frequency of each trait were determined with QTL numbers divided by physical length of the open chromatin regions and whole genome, respectively.

(E) The chromatin openness patterns of fertile spikelet number per spike (FSPS) trait correlated candidate genes. Manhattan plot (up-left) and Quantile-Quantile plot (up-right) showing the significant associated signals of FSPS using a mixed linear model (MLM). The chromatin accessibility change showed GWAS signal associated genes specifically open at DR and SMI (low), with average trends highlighted in red. The y-axis represents z-scaled chromatin accessibility across developmental stages.

(F) Schematic of the strategy used for key factors identification for shaping spike...
architecture.

(G) Pie chart summary of candidate factors for spike development in each category as indicated. Represented genes’ name were listed.

(H) Gene number of corresponding TF families for the 208 potential novel TFs governing spike development.

Validation of the genetic regulatory hierarchy of ‘conserved’ factors for spike development

Among the ‘conserved’ factors, we again found TaSPL6, TaMADS34, TaMADS15 (Figure 4G), as showing up in the TRN governing spike development (Figures 3G and 3H). Thus, we wonder whether these factors are indeed involved in shaping spike architecture in wheat.

In situ hybridization finely characterize the spatial-temporal expression profile of these factors (Figure 5A). TaSPL6 was weakly expressed in the SAM, fixedly expressed in the IM tip, spikelet primordia and floret meristem. TaMADS34 and TaMADS15 were both expressed throughout the SAM, SMI and FOD stages and highly expressed in the spikelet and floral primordia. TaHMA, a downstream target of TaMADS15, also expressed in the spikelet and floral primordia. Similar spatiotemporal expression pattern supports their transcriptional regulatory hierarchy and potential role in spikelet or floret development. Furthermore, we generate RNAi transgenic wheat of TaSPL6, TaMADS34 and TaMADS15, respectively (Supplemental Figure 5A). As expected, TaMADS34-RNAi and TaMADS15-RNAi plants exhibit similar phenotypes, with shorter SL, decreased SNS and GNPS (Figures 5B-5D and Supplemental Figure 5B). TaSPL6-RNAi plants also show altered spike developmental phenotype, but with longer SL, increased SNS and GNPS (Figures 5B-5D and Supplemental Figure 5B). This is likely because that TaSPL6 is on the top layer of hierarchy TRN, it can regulate multi-targets in addition to TaMADS34 (Figure 3G). Consistent with the LUC reporter assay in vitro (Figure 3H), in TaSPL6-RNAi transgenic wheat, we observed significant reduced expression of TaMADS34 (Figure 5E), further indicating that TaSPL6 positively regulate TaMADS34. Similar expression pattern was observed for supporting
that TaMADS34 activated *TaMADS15*, and TaMADS15 promoted *TaHMA* (Figure 5E). Therefore, the spike developmental defects of TF-RNAi lines, similar spatiotemporal expression pattern and relative genes expression level in transgenic wheat prove that TaSPL6-TaMADS34-TaMADS15-*TaHMA* functions as a regulatory module during wheat spike development.

We further analyzed the conservation of this hierarchy regulatory module among TaSPL6-TaMADS34-TaMADS15-*TaHMA* in *Triticum* and *Gramineae* from an evolutionary perspective (Figure 5F). In diploid wheat AA, DD, tetraploid wheat AABB, and hexaploid wheat AABBD, there is a MADS34 binding motif (CCATTTTTGG) in the similar promoter region of the *MADS15* homologous genes (Figure 5F). Similarly, in the promoter region of *MADS34* homologous genes, the binding motif of SPL6 (CCGTACGG) exists (Supplemental Figure 5C). This indicates that this regulatory module may be conserved within *Triticum*. However, in rice (*Oryza sativa*) or Maize (*Zea mays*), the promoter region of *MADS15* lacks the MADS34 binding motif, the promoter region of *MADS34* lacks the SPL6 binding motif, indicating that this regulatory module may be differentiated in grasses (Figure 5F and Supplemental Figure 5C).

Thus, the ‘conserved’ factors we identified were indeed involved in regulating spike development in wheat, and the hierarchy transcriptional regulatory circuit is likely maintained within *Triticum* tribe.
Figure 5. SPL6-MADS34-MADS15-HMA module regulates spike development in wheat.

(A) Spatiotemporal expression patterns of TaSPL6, TaMADS34, TaMADS15 and TaHMA at different spike developmental stages, as indicated by in situ hybridization. Sense probe is used as negative control. Scale bars = 100 μm.

(B) Spike developmental defects of T2 RNAi transgenic plants of TaSPL6, TaMADS34, TaMADS15 as compared to wild-type (WT) Fielder. Scale bars=2 cm.

(C) Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of young spikes from WT and RNAi transgenic plants of TaSPL6, TaMADS34, TaMADS15 at DR, GPD and FOP stages. Scale bars = 500 μm.

(D) Quantification of spikelet number per spike (SNS) between WT, TaSPL6-RNAi, TaMADS34-RNAi and TaMADS15-RNAi transgenic plants. Two-tailed Student’s t-tests. In box plots, the box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers indicate the full range of the data, and the centre line indicates the median. Different letters mean significant difference at p < 0.01.
(E) The expression level of TaMADS34, TaMADS14, TaHMA in WT or TaSPL6-RNAi, TaMADS34-RNAi, TaMADS15-RNAi transgenic plants. Expression level of genes in WT is set as 1.0, the relative expression of each gene in RNAi plants is shown as average ± SD of three replicates. Student’s t test was used for the statistical significance (*, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01).

(F) The conservation of TaMADS34 binding motif (CCATTTTGG) at chromatin accessible region of MADS15 orthologs in different Triticum, but not Oryza sativa or Zea mays. Phylogenetic tree of corresponding species is indicated on the left. Schematic diagram of gene structure and presence or absence of MADS34 binding CArG motif sites is shown on the right.

**Verification of novel regulators for spike development**

To evaluate our strategy of identifying novel regulators for wheat spike development, we investigated the spike developmental defects of meta TILLING mutant lines in Kronos (Krasileva et al., 2017; Uauy et al., 2009), Cadenza (Krasileva et al., 2017) and KN9204 (we generated and did exome sequenced, unpublished), of which the mutated sites were identified by whole exome sequencing.

Of the 208 novel TFs, 131 TFs were found to have at least one mutant line that containing loss-of-function mutation (Figure 6A and Supplemental Table 11). Among the 85 TFs with homozygous TILLING mutant lines, 44 TFs (51.76%) exhibited spike developmental defects within three major types, including flowering time difference (Type I, n=11), degeneration of spikelet or floret (Type II, n=24), and altered SL or SNS (Type III, n=21) (Figure 6B and Supplemental Table 11). Representative mutant lines of different types were shown (Figures 6C and 6E and Supplemental Figure 6).

For instance, TraesCS3A02G433300 (TaCAMTA-A) mutant showed an early flowering phenotype with about 2 weeks earlier than the control line; TraesCS2A02G443800 (TaWRKY37-A) mutant showed more degenerated spikelet number per spike (DSNS) at basal part of inflorescence, resulted in decreased SNS/GNPS; TraesCS1A02G193200 (TabHLH009-A) mutant showed reduced spike length and increased spikelet density (Figures 6B-6D and Supplemental Figure 6A). The similar phenotype of TaWRKY37-A and TabHLH009-A genes also exhibit in the Cadenza mutant (Supplemental Figures 6B and 6C). The loss-of-function mutant of TraesCS5A02G500500 (TaNAC22-A) in
the tetraploid wheat Kronos (Triticum turgidum) exhibits increased floret number per spikelet (about 10 florets in a spikelet) due to non-terminated floral primordium differentiation, and most of the florets were abortive which result in decreased GNPS (Figures 6E and 6F). We further confirmed the spatiotemporal expression pattern of those genes by in situ hybridization (Figure 6G). Consistent with their morphologic defects, TaWRKY37-A, TabHLH009-A and TaNAC22-A genes are all expressed at the spikelet initiation region and the spikelet/floral primordia; while TaWRKY37-A is highly expressed in the IM tip and the spikelet and floral meristem at the base of spike, TabHLH009-A is highly expressed in the spikelet and floral meristem at the upper region of spike, and TaNAC22-A has significant expression in the SAM and floral primordia (Figure 6G).

Taking the advantage of available TILLING mutant lines, we have proved that novel TFs identified by our integration strategy played important role in regulating spike development. The strategy used for screening novel factors is efficient and the identified factors were worth for in-depth study.
Figure 6. Novel factors identified regulate spike development.

(A) Summary of novel TFs with different categories of KN9204 TILLING mutant lines.
(B) Venn-diagram of different type of spike-related phenotype presented in KN9204 TILLING mutant lines containing homozygous mutation at novel TFs coding genes.
(C) Represented KN9204 TILLING mutant lines of type I/II/III spike developmental defects as compared to control KN9204. Type I, CAMTA (TraesCS3A02G433300, Tacamta-a), Scale bar = 10 cm; type II, WRKY (TraesCS2A02G443800, Tawrky37-a), Scale bar =2 cm; type III, bHLH (TraesCS1A02G193200, Tabhlh009-a), Scale bars = 2 cm.
(D) Quantification of different types of spike developmental defects in represented KN9204 TILLING mutant lines, as heading date of Tacamta-a, degenerated spikelet number per spike (DSNP) of Tawrky37-a, spikelet density of Tabhh009-a, the Wild-type is KN9204. Two-tailed Student’s t-tests. Different letters mean significant difference at p < 0.01.

(E) The spike developmental defect of TraesCS5A02G500500 (TaNAC22-A) mutant lines as compared to control Kronos. Scale bars =2 cm.

(F) Quantification of floret number per spikelet (FNPS), gain number per spike (GNPS), spikelet number per spike (SNS) for represented Kronos TILLING mutant lines containing mutation of TraesCS5A02G500500 (Tanac22-a). Two-tailed Student’s t-tests. In box plots, the box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers indicate the full range of the data, and the centre line indicates the median. Different letters mean significant difference at p < 0.01.

(G) Spatiotemporal expression patterns of TaWRKY37-A, TabHLH009-A and TaNAC22-A at different spike developmental stages, as indicated by in situ hybridization. Sense probe is used as negative control. Scale bars = 100 μm.

**Regulation of wheat spike architecture by novel factor TaMYB4-A**

To further explore the potential application of integrated TRN and GWAS analysis in dissecting molecular function of individual gene in wheat spike development, we took a novel regulator TaMYB4-A for in-depth study.

TraesCS6A02G224200 (TaMYB4-A) was one of the TFs from the TRN (Supplemental Figure 3B). It also located within a genetic region that was significantly associated with FSPS by GWAS analysis (Figure 7A and Figure 4F). Two haplotypes (C-type Vs T-type) of TaMYB4-A could separate a natural population of 214 wheat varieties with significant differences in FSPS (Figure 7B). Consistently, we find TaMYB4-A is initially expressed in the spikelet initiation region at DR stage, and highly expressed in the spikelet and floral primordia during SMI and FMI stages by in situ hybridization (Figure 7C), which fits its role in determining spikelet number and. Further, we obtained loss-of-function mutant lines of TaMYB4-A from KN9204 and Cadenza TILLING libraries (Figure 7D and Supplemental Figure 7A). Mutation of TaMYB4-A significantly reduced SL, SNS, GNPS (Figures 7D and 7E and Supplemental Figures 7B and 7C), which further confirmed its function in regulating spikelet development.
We further study the molecular regulation network of *TaMYB4-A* in mediating spike development. Based on the TRN generated, we extract the hierarchy transcription regulatory module containing *TaMYB4-A* (Supplemental Figure 7D). Among the potential upstream regulators of *TaMYB4-A*, we further confirmed that WFZP and a DOF type TF TaDOF17 (TraesCS2B02G592700) could repress or active *TaMYB4-A* in the reporter assay in tobacco leaves, respectively (Figure 7F and Supplemental Figure 7E). This also fits with the temporal expression pattern of WFZP, TaDOF17 and *TaMYB4-A* during spike formation process. TaDOF17 and *TaMYB4-A* showed similar pattern but TaDOF17 changed ahead of *TaMYB4-A*, whereas WFZP elevated after SMI with *TaMYB4-A* reduction after SMI stage (Supplemental Figure 7F). WFZP repression of *TaMYB4-A* is further evidenced by down regulation of *TaMYB4-A* in WFZP gain-of function transgenic wheat (Figure 7G) (Li et al., 2021). Among the numerous potential downstream targets of *TaMYB4-A* (Supplemental Figure 7D), several genes were confirmed to be regulated by *TaMYB4-A* in reporter assay in tobacco leaves (Figure 7F). This includes *TaAP2-39* (TraesCS2D02G425700), of which homologous being proved to regulate the development of tiller and panicle/inflorescence by controlling the balance of ABA/GA in rice (Yaish et al., 2010), and *Tai-BAK1* (TraesCS7D02G416900), with homologous encoding a Brassinosteroid insensitive 1-associated kinase 1, reported to increase panicle length and grain number per panicle when overexpressed in rice (Khew et al., 2015), as well as *TaPILS7* (TraesCS5A02G354300), encoding an auxin efflux carrier component (Figure 7F). Consistently, *TaAP2-39*, *Tai-BAK1* and *TaPILS7* showed a synchronized temporal expression pattern as *TaMYB4-A* during spike formation process (Supplemental Figure 7F).

Thus, *TaMYB4-A* positively regulates fertile spikelet likely through regulating hormones homeostasis and/or signaling, acting downstream of and repressed by WFZP (Figure 7H).
Figure 7. The novel factor TaMYB4-A regulates spike architecture.

(A) TaMYB4-A located in a GWAS signal associated with FSPS. A manhattan locuszoom were plot with gene models and linkage disequilibrium plot of SNPs shown below, in 5-Mb physical scale centered on the peak SNP.

(B) FSPS distribution between haplotypes (C and T) defined by the peak SNP. The bars within raincloud box plots represent 25th percentiles (haplotype T), medians, and 75th percentiles (haplotype C). Mean values of two haplotypes were linked by a red line, and one-way ANOVA was used to determine significant differences.

(C) Spatiotemporal expression pattern of TaMYB4-A is indicated by in situ hybridization. Scale bars = 100 μm.

(D) The spike phenotype and scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of TaMYB4-A (TraesCS6A02G224200) mutant from the KN9204 TILLING mutant library. Scale bars =2 cm (left), 500 μm (right).

(E) Statistics comparison of spikelet number per spike (SNS) between KN9204 and Tamyb4-a mutant lines. Two-tailed Student’s t-tests. In box plots, the box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers indicate the full range of the data, and the centre line indicates the median. Different letters mean significant difference at $p < 0.01$. 
(F) Luciferase reporter assays of TaMYB4-A regulatory network. Schematic diagram in the left part showing the vectors used in this array. Student’s t-test was used for the statistical significance. **, p < 0.001; ****, p < 0.0001.

(G) The expression level of WFZP and TaMYB4-A in K199, WFZP-OE transgenic plants by RT-qPCR. The error bars denote ±SD. ***, p ≤ 0.001; ****, p ≤ 0.0001.

(H) The working model representing the possible function and genetic network of TaMYB4-A in wheat.

SNP at WFZP binding site within TaMYB4-A promoter mediates spike architecture selection during breeding process in China

Next, we wonder how the different haplotypes of TaMYB4-A could affect its function and regulation of spike architecture. Interestingly, the DNA variation SNP-939 (C/T) is located in the promoter region of TaMYB4-A, right under the WFZP core binding motif (Figure 8A). This suggested that the C/T SNP may contribute to TaMYB4-A expression difference via affecting WFZP binding. Indeed, we confirmed the WFZP repressed TaMYB4-A via the recognition of the conserved motif, and such repression is abolished with C-to-T mutation in reporter assay in tobacco leaves (Figure 8B). We further selected 33 different wheat varieties of the two types (C-type and T-type) to measure the TaMYB4-A expression level and spike morphology. Wheat varieties of C-type showed elite agronomic traits with longer SL with more FSPS and a significant higher level of TaMYB4-A expression, while the T-type containing wheat varieties showed shorter SL, less FSPS and lower level of TaMYB4-A expression (Figure 8C). This result provides genetic evidence that the C/T SNP could cause expression level difference of TaMYB4-A and in turn affects SL and FSPS.

Furthermore, we wonder how this C/T SNP site within TaMYB4-A promoter being selected during the breeding process in China. Based on the exome capture sequencing data of the Chinese wheat mini-core collection (MCC) (Li et al., 2022a), percentages of accessions carrying the reference allele (C-type) was considerably higher in landraces (82.08%) and modern cultivar (78.18%) compared with introduced cultivar (45.45%) (Figure 8D). Of note, the frequency of C-type was significantly elevated along with the progress of breeding, indicating that the elite C-type of TaMYB4-A has
been widely used in the past breeding process of China, especially after year 1978 (Figure 8D). Founder parents have extensively promoted the improvement of wheat varieties in China since the 1950s, including Zhoumai16, St2422/464, Nanda2419, Nanda2419, St2422/464, Funo, Xiaoyan6, Aimaengniu, Zhou8425B, Abbondanza and Lovrin10 (Yang et al., 2022). 17 out of 21 founder lines were C-type at SNP-93, except for Aimaengniu (T/T) and Lovrin10 (T/T) (Figure 8E). Importantly, the most widely grown derived varieties from Aimaengniu or Lovrin10 (for instance, Jimai26, Jimai38 and Shi4185 derived from Lovrin10, and Yumai21, Yuejin5, Lumai15, Zhoumai16 and Zhoumai18 from Aimaengniu) are apt to retain the C-type at SNP-939 from another parent (Figure 8E). Interestingly, the alleles showed distinct distribution characteristics in the major Chinese agro-ecological zones. The inferior T-type was relatively frequent (≥40 %) in spring wheat regions (VI, VII, VIII), followed by winter-spring mixed regions (IX and X, 22.22% and 23.08% respectively), and appears to be with low frequency (< 20%) in the winter wheat regions (I, II, III, IV, V). (Figure 8F).

Thus, the elite C-type allele of TaMYB4-A is likely originated from Chinese local germplasm and widely used during the breeding process but still hold the potential to be used for cultivar improvement for certain wheat production region in China.
Figure 8. TaMYB4-A has a key SNP at WFZP binding site associate with spike architecture selection.

(A) Association analysis between genetic variations in TaMYB4-A. Dots connected with the blue dashed lines indicate the variants that are significantly associated with fertile spikelet number per spike (FSPS). The schematic diagram of the ~6-kb genomics region of TaMYB4-A is shown, followed by a LD plot with white to black represents r² = 0-1. The SNP-939 was located in the core WFZP DNA-binding motif. Haplotype of selected 33 varieties for expression level and spike morphology determination were shown below.

(B) Luciferase reporter assays of TaMYB4-A promoter activity with the WFZP binding site C/T. Schematic diagram in the left part showing the vectors used in this array. Student’s t-test was used for the statistical significance; ****, P < 0.0001; ns, no significant difference.
(C) Spike length and FSPS of cultivars with different haplotypes of TaMYB4-A based on five-point data from two years and their expression level of TaMYB4-A. Dots show data distribution (n=3 or 5 biologically independent samples), p values calculated using two-tailed t-test. (D) The percentages of accessions with reference and alternative allele of SNP-939 in different category (I, left) and breeding periods (I, right). The line chart shows the allele frequency of reference C-type.

(E) The genotype of wheat founder lines and their derived cultivars. The derived cultivars of Aimengniu and Lovrin10 were shown in the tree, and cultivars with reference C-type were in yellow and the T-type in blue.

(F) The percentages of accessions with reference and alternative allele of SNP-939 in different ecological zones of China. The size of pie charts in the geographical map showing the number of cultivars, with percentage of the two SNP haplotypes in different color (C-type, yellow; T-type, blue).

Discussion

Wheat is one of the first domesticated crops and domestication is linked with the modification of inflorescence architecture to ease harvesting and improve grain yield (Gauley and Boden, 2019). Increasing yields is also one of the primary goals for breeding. For cereal crops, inflorescence architecture largely determines the grain productivity via affecting the spikelet and floret development. Better understanding of the molecular mechanism that governs inflorescence architecture would facilitate the trait-designed breeding process. As compared to rice, maize and barley (Gao et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021; Yuan et al., 2020; Zhang and Yuan, 2014), the genetic and molecular regulation of spike/inflorescence development in wheat is largely delayed.

Here, we have generated a time-serial epigenomic landscapes consisting of various types of histone modifications, accessible chromatin, and transcriptomes of wheat shoot apex from vegetative development to spike architecture formation. This would be a valuable data resource for systematic study of molecular insights for wheat inflorescence/spike development and mining of key regulators for shaping spike architecture (Figure 1).

Epigenetic layer regulation of vegetative-to-reproductive transition in wheat

The meristem of shoot apex generates different primordium cells for initiation of various tissues, such as leaf primordia from SAM at vegetative stage, and spikelet
primordia from IM during flowering transition. This transition is tightly regulated by various factors, such as TaTB1, VRN1, TaFT1, Ppd1 via mediating endogenous and environmental signals (Figure 1D). Here, we found during the transition from SAM to DR/SMI (vegetative to reproductive growth), the chromatin accessibility is generally increased (Figure 1G), showing a synchronous pattern with gene activated during floral induction such as inflorescence meristem identity genes, hormone biosynthesis and signaling (Figures 2B and 2F). However, open chromatin is not sufficient to active genes expression, especially when H3K27me3 is covered at the genic region (Figures 2G and 2H). But gain-of chromatin accessibility does set a ‘primed status’ for later activation of genes when the H3K27me3 is removed at a late developmental stage (Figures 2G and 2H). Such chromatin status affected genes including well-known flowering time gene VRN1, and genes involved in spikelet meristem formation, such as WAP3, TaFUL3. Thus, chromatin layer regulation is associated with the transcriptional status of key regulators during vegetative-to-reproductive transition in wheat.

Integration of TRN with GWAS enables systematic and efficient identification of key factors in determine inflorescence architecture

The inflorescence of wheat is made up with spikelets and florets harbored within spikelet. Wheat inflorescence is determined at the time of terminal spikelet formation, which in turn affects the SNS. Whereas the arrangement of spikelet could influence the floret development inside. Thus, the initiation, distribution and termination of spikelet largely shape the inflorescence architecture and grain yield (Gao et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021). This is likely driven by identity transition of different primordia cells in the context of hormone signaling and transcriptional regulatory network (Feng et al., 2017; Qi et al., 2019). Understanding the main regulatory network and identification of key factors that driving such network would give us potential candidates for shaping inflorescence structure. In addition, one could expect that genetic variation on such key factors within the regulatory network per se or variations that changing the regulatory circuit could generate influence on the outcome of inflorescence architecture.
Following this logic, by taking advantage of our time-serial profiling of transcriptome and epigenome dataset, in combination with TF-motif binding information in model plant (Castro-Mondragon et al., 2022), we build-up a transcriptional regulatory networks that likely governs the spike formation after floral transition (Figure 3). Numerous TFs are identified to take part in the TRN, including functional studied factors such as VRN1, TaTB1, TaFUL3 in wheat and TFs from MADS-box, ARF, SPL families that being reported to regulate inflorescence formation in other crops (Figure 3) (Liu et al., 2022a; Ram et al., 2020; Rong et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2016). On top of this, we combined public available GWAS or QTL analysis with focus on the traits related to spike development to filter for those TFs located within the GWAS associated genetic regions and have SNP in the regulatory open chromatin regions that likely affects the transcriptional regulation circuit (Figure 4). This strategy identified 260 TFs, including 52 functionally analyzed in wheat or other crops. Through TILLING mutant lines screening, we confirmed mutant lines with 44 novel TFs showing spike development defects, including initiation, distribution and termination or degeneration of spikelet or even floret (Figure 6). Thus, such strategy sets a good example for batch screening factors for agronomic traits in crops.

**TRN facilitates gene functional study and elite allele discovery in breeding application**

TRN generated not only concentrate the attention for identification of key factors involved in spike development, but also provide guidance for gene functional study. This is evidenced by revealing the hierarchy regulation module of known individual factors such as SPL6-MADS34-MADS15-HMA (Figure 5). Importantly, such regulation module is relatively conserved within *Triticum* tribe, indicating a broad application for TRN generated in wheat to be used in other species. What is more, the regulatory circuit suggested by TRN could promote functional study of novel factor, for instance *TaMYB4*-A (Figure 7). In addition to the genes regulatory relation, TRN could enable the identification of critical region with high resolution that mediating transcriptional regulation. For the case of *TaMYB4*-A, we found the SNP presence in
the binding motif of upstream regulator WFZP serves as selection site during the breeding process in China (Figure 8). The elite allele (C-type) within promoter of TaMYB4-A is likely originated from Chinese local germplasm. The frequency of this elite allele is sharply increased during the later breeding process might because of the founder effect.

In summary, we integrated multi-omics data to reveal transcriptional regulatory network and epigenetic dynamic during wheat spike formation. With combination of GWAS analysis, we have identified dozens of novel factors that shape spike architecture and revealed that SNP under the WFZP binding site within promoter of TaMYB4-A is critical during the wheat breeding process in China.

Materials and Methods

Plant materials, growth condition and sampling
The winter wheat cultivar KN9204 was used in this study. The germinated seeds were treated at 4 °C for 30 days. The seedlings were transplanted into soil and grown in the greenhouse at 22°C/20°C day/night, under long day conditions (16 h light/8 h dark). The stage-specific shoot apex of wheat was dissected under the stereomicroscope based on the anatomic and morphological features, and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. About 10 to 50 spikes were pooled for each of biological replicate for RNA-seq (three replicates), ATAC-seq and CUT&Tag (two replicates) analysis at eight or five development stages.

Transgenic wheat plant generation and spike related morphological trait observation
The winter wheat cultivar KN9204 was used to amplify gene sequences and the spring wheat cultivar Fielder was used to generate transgenic wheat plants. To obtain RNAi transgenic wheat plants, the specific fragment of TaSPL6, TaMADS34 and TaMADS15 was separately amplified and inserted into pc336 (Ubi:GWRNAi:NOS) vector using
gateway cloning method. All constructed vectors were transformed into callus to
generate the transgenic plants as described previously (Liu et al., 2022b). The pc336
vector was kindly provided by Dr. Daolin Fu at College of Agronomy, Shandong
Agricultural University, Tai’an, Shandong, China.

The transgenic lines and mutant lines were grown at the Experimental Station of
Institute of Genetics and Developmental Biology, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Changping, Beijing for 2 consecutive years (planted in September in 2020 and 2021).
Primers for genotyping are listed in Supplemental Table 12.

The phenotypic traits of mutant lines, T2 generation transgenic and control plants (lines
transformed with an empty vector) which were planted under natural conditions were
recorded for 20 to 40 randomly selected transgenic plants 30 days after flowering.

**RNA extraction, sequencing, quantitative PCR and in situ hybridization**
Total RNA was extracted using HiPure Plant RNA Mini Kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Magen, R4111-02). RNA-seq libraries construction and
sequencing platform were the same as previous description (Zhao et al., 2022), by
Annoroad Gene Technology.

First-strand cDNA was synthesized from 2 μg of DNase I-treated total RNA using the
TransScript First Strand cDNA Synthesis SuperMix Kit (TransGen, AT301-02).
Quantitative PCR was performed using the ChamQ Universal SYBR qPCR Master Mix
(Vazyme, Q711-02) by QuantStudio5 (Applied biosystems). Expression of genes of
interest were normalized to Tubulin for calibration, relative expression level is
calculated via the $2^{\Delta\Delta Ct}$ analysis method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). Primers used
for qPCR are listed in Supplemental Table 12.

RNA *in situ* hybridization was carried out as described previously (Cui et al., 2010).
Fresh young spikes were fixed in formalin-acetic acid-alcohol overnight at 4°C,
dehydration through a standard ethanol series, embedded in Paraplast Plus tissue-
embedding medium (Sigma-Aldrich, P3683), and sectioned at 8 μm width using a
microtome (Leica Microsystems, RM2235). Digoxigenin-labeled RNA probes were
synthesized using a DIG northern Starter Kit (Roche, 11277073910), according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Primer sequences used for probe synthesis are listed in
Supplemental Table 12.

**Data Preprocessing and reads alignment**

Raw reads were filtered by fastp v0.20.1 with parameter “--detect_adapter_for_pe” for
adapters removing, low-quality bases trimming, and reads filtering (Chen et al., 2018).
Furthermore, FastQC v0.11.8 ([http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects
/fastqc/](http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/)) was performed to ensure the high quality of reads.

Reads were aligned using either BWA-MEM v0.7.17 with parameter “-M” (for ATAC-seq and CUT&Tag seq) or hisat2 v2.1.0 with default parameters (for RNA-seq) to the
*Triticum aestivum* (Chinese Spring) reference genome (IWGSC RefSeq v1.0,
[https://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/download/iwgsc/IWGSC_RefSeq_Assemblies/v1.0/](https://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/download/iwgsc/IWGSC_RefSeq_Assemblies/v1.0/))
(Appels et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2019; Li and Durbin, 2009). Gene models from the
IWGSC Annotation v1.1 was used as the reference and high-confidence genes were
used throughout this study. The resulting SAM files were converted to BAM format,
sorted, and indexed using Samtools v1.4 (Danecek et al., 2021). Sam files of RNA-seq
generated from hisat2 were converted to bam files without deduplication. For ATAC-seq and CUT&Tag, SAM files were further filtered with “samtools view -bS -F 1,804 -f 2 -q 30” to filter out the low-quality mapped reads. Duplicates in the high-quality
mapped reads were removed using Picard v2.23.3. Two replicates bam files were
merged by samtools. To normalize and visualize the individual and merged replicate
datasets, the BAM files were converted to bigwig files using bamCoverage provided
by deepTools v3.3.0 with 10 bp bin size and normalized by RPKM (Reads Per Kilobase per Million mapped reads) with parameters “--bs 10 --effectiveGenomeSize
14,600,000,000 --normalizeUsing RPKM --smoothLength 50” (Ramirez et al., 2014).
RNA-seq data analyses

The number of paired reads that mapping to each gene was counted using feature Counts v2.0.1 with the parameter "-p" (Liao et al., 2014). The counts files were then used as inputs for DEGs (differentially expressed genes) analysis by DESeq2 v1.26.0 with a threshold "absolute value of Log2 Fold Change ≥ 1 and FDR ≤ 0.05" (Love et al., 2014). The raw counts were further normalized to TPM (Transcripts Per Kilobase Million) for gene expression quantification. For subsequent clustering and visualization, we obtained mean counts by merging three biological replicates. TPM values of genes were Z-scaled and clustered by k-means method and displayed using R package ComplexHeatmap (v2.4.3) (Gu et al., 2016). Functional enrichment was performed using an R package clusterProfiler v3.18.1, and GO annotation files were generated from IWGSC Annotation v1.1 (Yu et al., 2012).

Cut&Tag and ATAC-seq experiment and data analyses

ATAC-seq and CUT&Tag experiment were done follow the previous described method (Zhao et al., 2022). Tn5 transposase used and tagmentation assay is done following the manual (Vazyme, TD501-01). Libraries were purified with AMPure beads (Beckman, A63881) and sequenced using the Illumina Novaseq platform at Annoroad Gene Technology. Antibodies used for histone modifications are listed in Supplemental Table 13.

Data processing and reads alignment were performed as previously described (Zhao et al., 2022). MACS2 v2.1.4 was used to call peaks. Parameters “-p 1e-3” was used for H3K27ac, H3K4me3 and H2A.Z; parameters “--broad --broad-cutoff 0.05” were used for H3K27me3 and H3K36me3 (Zhang et al., 2008). For ATAC-seq data, MACS2 was used with parameters “--cutoff-analysis --nomodel --shift -100 --extsize 200”. The peaks were annotated by R package ChiPseeker v1.26.2 with "annotatePeak" function (Yu et al., 2015). The gene promoters are defined as 3.0 kb upstream of gene TSS.
For the identification of transcription factor footprints in ATAC-seq peaks, we used the HINT tool v0.13.2 of the Regulatory Genomics Toolbox (RGT) (Gusmao et al., 2014). Custom wheat genome was configured using IWGSC refseq v1.1 Chinese Spring genome based on the introduction of HINT software. TF motifs were downloaded from JASPAR Plantae database (https://jaspar.genereg.net/) (Castro-Mondragon et al., 2022).

**Differential chromatin modification enriched regions detection**

For Cut&Tag and ATAC-seq, reads count and CPM normalized value of peaks were calculated by R package DiffBind v2.16.2 with the setting "DBA_SCORE_TMM_READS_EFFECTIVE_CPM". DiffBind was also used to identify differentially accessible regions and histone modification enriched regions with parameters "method = DBA_DESEQ2" and a threshold "absolute value of Log2 Fold Change ≥ 1 and FDR ≤ 0.05".

**Psuedotime indexing and gene regulatory network construction**

We used the psuedotime indexing method to analyze gene expression as described in previous studies with some modifications (Hao et al., 2021; Leiboff and Hake, 2019; Zhao et al., 2022). All of the expressed genes during spike reproductive development (From SMI to FOP) were used to separate samples on a PCA plot. Then, each developmental stage was assigned a location and the Euclidean distance between adjacent stages was calculated and scaled from 0.0 to 10.0. For each gene, we calculated the fitted curve and interpolated the curve into 500 points based on gene expression using the “loess” function in R. We further performed PCA for each gene based on the standardized expression data and used atan2 function in R to order genes based on the time of expression.

For GRNs construction, we only focused on DEGs with TPM values higher than 0.5 in
any stages from SMI to FOP. For one gene, its potential upstream regulatory TFs was predicted based on the motif present at gene regulatory region. Here we firstly used HINT tool v0.13.2 to identify footprints within ATAC-seq peaks and motifs within the footprints. Then matched the motifs to TFs based on JASPAR Plantae database. TFs in wheat were mapped to TFs of JASPAR Plantae database (Castro-Mondragon et al., 2022) used blastp (v 2.10.1) (Camacho et al., 2009) with criteria “evalue < 1e-10 and identity > 40%”. In this way, we obtained the regulatory relationship between TFs and target genes. We further filtered the obtained TF-target regulation according to the following criteria: Firstly, the TPM values of TFs and target genes must be higher than 0.5 at any stage from SMI to FOP simultaneously. Secondly, we overlapped these TF-target regulations with WGCNA network constructed based on transcriptome of 8 stage from SAM to FOP, and only retained TF-target regulations also supported by WGCNA network. In this way we got the final TF-target gene regulatory network. We used k-means function in R to cluster genes into 6 categories and performed hypergeometric test to calculate P-value of regulation among gene categories.

**Phylogenetic tree construction**

Wheat and maize orthologs were identified by reciprocal BLAST of rice MADS34 and MADS15 protein sequences. Sequence alignment was performed using MUSCLE v3.8.1551 (Multiple Protein Sequence Alignment, http://www.drive5.com/muscle) with default settings (Edgar, 2004). We only retained amino acid positions that were present in at least 50% of sequences using trimAl v1.4.rev15 (http://trimal.cgenomics.org) with parameters “-gt 0.5” (Capella-Gutierrez et al., 2009). We used RAxML v8.2.12 to create maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees using model PROTGAMMAGTR and 100 rapid bootstraps (Stamatakis, 2014).

**GWAS analysis**

The 319, 558 SNPs (missing rates ≤ 0.1, MAF ≥ 0.05) from wheat 660K SNP array screening of 214 samples were performed to do association analysis with phenotypic data, implemented in Tassel v5.2 using the mixed linear model. The threshold for
genome-wide significance was determined by the value 1/independent number of SNPs (SNPs of weak LD with other SNPs ($r^2 < 0.5$) were regarded as independent SNPs). The genome-wide significant marker-trait associations were identified using a threshold cutoff of 3.16E-04. Manhattan plots and quantile-quantile plots were generated using R package “CMplot” (https://github.com/YinLiLin/R-CMplot).

**Gene based association analysis**

The nucleotide polymorphisms in 6 kb genomic region of *TaMYB4-A*, including exons, intron regions, 4 kb promoter regions and 0.5 kb 3’-UTR regions, were identified using the whole genome exon capture sequencing data of 287 Chinese wheat mini-core collection samples (Li et al., 2022a). Tassel v5.2 was used to establish the association of polymorphisms with the FSS, and Haploview 4.2 was used to calculate the pairwise linkage disequilibrium and draw the LD plot.

**Spike morphology observation by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)**

Photomicrographs of young spikes were taken using a stereomicroscope (S8 APO, Leica Microsystems) equipped with a digital camera (Canon, A640). For SEM, young spikes from each stage were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde at 4°C. After dehydration in a series of ethanol solutions and substitution with 3-methylbutyl acetate, the samples were subjected to critical point drying, coated with platinum, and observed using a variable pressure scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S-3000N).

**Luciferase (LUC) reporter assay**

For LUC analyses, full-length coding sequences of *TaSPL6*, *TaMADS34*, and *TaMADS15*, *TaMYB4-A*,WFZP, *TaDOF17* were cloned into PTF101 vector to generate the effector construct 35Spro: *TF*-GFP, and about 3 Kb promoter fragment of *TaMADS34, TaMADS15, TaHMA, TaMYB4-A, TaAP2-39, TAL-BAK1* and *TaPILS7* were amplified and fused in-frame with the CP461-LUC vector to generate the reporter construct target-pro: LUC (see Supplemental Table 12 for primers). The plasmids were transformed into Agrobacterium GV3101. The mixture of bacterial solution
35Spro:TF-GFP (OD=0.5), target-pro:LUC (OD=0.5) and P19 (OD=0.3) in activation buffer (10 mM MES, 150 μM AS, 10 mM MgCl₂) was injected to tobacco (Nicotiana benthamiana). pSUPER-GFP, target-pro:LUC and P19 as control. Firefly luciferase (LUC) and Renilla luciferase (REN) activities were measured using dual luciferase assay reagent (Promega, VPE1910) after 1 day’ co-cultivation in dark and 2 days in light, the relative value of LUC/REN is indicated as average with standard error of multiple replicates.

Statistics and data visualization

R (https://cran.r-project.org/;version 4.0.2) was used to compute statistics and generate plots if not specified. For two groups’ comparison of data, the student’s t-test was used, such as Figure 3H, 5D, 5E, 7F, 7G, 8B, 8C, and Supplemental Figure 5A. For enrichment analysis, Fisher's exact test was used, such as Figure 2C, 2E, Figure3B, 3C, 4H, and Supplemental Figure 2C, 2D. For three or more independent groups comparison of data, Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD) was used, such as Figure 5D, 6D, 7E, and Supplemental Figure 5B, 6A, 6C, 6D, 7B, 7C.

Data availability

The raw sequence data reported in this paper have been deposited in the Genome Sequence Archive (Chen et al., 2021) in National Genomics Data Center (CNCB-NGDC Members and Partners, 2022), China National Center for Bioinformation / Beijing Institute of Genomics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (PRJCA013096) that are publicly accessible at https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/gsa
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Supplemental Figures

Supplemental Figure 1. Features of various histone modifications.

(A) IGV browser view at *TaDEP1* locus showing various epigenomic data types at SAM stage and transcriptome levels of different sampling stages.
(B) Correlation between different types of histone modification profiles and gene expression levels.

(C) Cluster dendrogram of ATAC-seq data showing five distinct development clusters: vegetative cluster (SAM, EL, SR), flowering transition stage (DR), inflorescence initiation (SMI), spikelet meristem formation (GPD, FMI) and floret meristem formation (FOP).

(D) The matrix of differentially accessible regions (DARs) numbers among developmental stages. The number of decreased and increased chromatin accessibility compared with former stages were represented in the lower-triangle (number in light blue) and upper-triangle panel (number in light red), respectively. A region with $|\log_2(\text{Fold Change})| \geq 1$ and FDR $\leq 0.05$ by DiffBind between any two stages was considered as DAR.

(E) Pair-wise correlation map among different histone modification profiles. Jaccard index was calculated based on the peaks overlap, and then Pearson correlation scores were generated.

(F-H) PCA of H2A.Z (F), H3K36me3 (G) and H3K4me3 (H) samples during spike development. Each dot represents one sample; two bio-replicates are sequenced for each stage.

Supplemental Figure 2. Chromatin landscape dynamics associates with transcriptional change from vegetative to reproductive transition.

(A and B) Expression pattern of genes up-regulated at DR and SMI stage versus SAM stage (A) and genes up-regulated at later stages rather than DR or SMI stages (B).

Heatmap showing k-mean clustering of gene expression.
(C and D) GO enrichment analysis of genes in gene set II (C), III (D) in Figure 2C.

(E) H3K27ac (top), H3K4me3 (middle) and H2A.Z (bottom) levels of genes in gene set I, II, III in Figure 2C at SAM, DR and SMI stages.

Supplemental Figure 3. Construction of transcription regulatory network (TRN).

(A) Schematic of the strategy for TRNs building (see method for detail).

(B) Total TRNs characterized for governing spike architecture formation.

(C) Map view of TF-targets for different TF families.

(D) Dynamic expression profile of TaSPL6, TaMADS34, TaMADS15 and TaHMA at different stages during spike development.

(E) Presence of different TF binding motifs in the target gene’s open chromatin regions from the SPL6-MADS34-MADS15-HMA regulatory module.

(F) Schematic diagram showing the vectors used in the Luciferase reporter assays of Figure 3H.
Supplemental Figure 4. The chromatin accessibility dynamics of GWAS signal associated genes.

(A and B) K-means clustering of chromatin accessibility of fertile spikelet number per spike (FSPS) (A), spikelet number per spike (SNS) (left-B), spike length (SL) (middle-B), spikelet density (SD) (right-B) related genes during spike development.
Supplemental Figure 5. SPL6-MADS34-MADS15-HMA module affects spike development in wheat.

(A) The knock-down efficiency of target genes in different TaSPL6-RNAi, TaMADS34-RNAi, TaMADS15-RNAi transgenic plants as measured by qPCR. Fielder served as wild-type (WT). Expression level of genes in WT is set as 1.0, the relative expression of each gene in RNAi plants is shown as average ± SD of three replicates. Student’s t test was used for the statistical significance (*, p ≤ 0.05; **, p ≤ 0.01).

(B) Quantification of spike length, grain number per spike (GNPS) between WT, TaSPL6-RNAi, TaMADS34-RNAi and TaMADS15-RNAi transgenic plants. Two-tailed Student’s t-tests. In box plots, the box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers indicate the full range of the data, and the centre line indicates the median. Different letters mean significant difference at p < 0.01.
(C) TaSPL6 binding motif (CCGTACGG) at chromatin accessible region of MADS34 orthologs in different Triticum was conserved, but not in Oryza sativa or Zea mays. Phylogenetic tree of corresponding species is indicated on the left. Schematic diagram of gene structure and presence or absence of SPL6 binding motif sites is shown on the right.

Supplemental Figure 6. The quantification data of spike phenotype associated with novel factors mutations.

(A) Quantification of spike length, spikelet number per spike (SNS), gain number per spike (GNPS) for represented KN9204 TILLING lines containing mutation of Tabhlh009-a or Tawrky37-a. Two-tailed Student’s t-tests. In box plots, the box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers indicate the full range of the data, and the centre line indicates the median. Different letters mean significant difference at $p < 0.01$.

(B) The spike developmental defect of TraesCS2A02G443800 (TaWRKY37-A, line 1442) and TraesCS1A02G193200 (TabHLH009-A, line 1777) mutant lines as compared to control Cadenza. Scale bars =2 cm.

(C) Quantification of spike length, spikelet number per spike (SNS), gain number per spike (GNPS) for represented Cadenza TILLING lines containing mutation of 1442 (TaWRKY37-A, TraesCS2A02G443800) and 1777 (TabHLH009-A, TraesCS1A02G193200). Two-tailed Student’s t-tests. In box plots, the box limits
indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers indicate the full range of the data, and the centre line indicates the median. Different letters mean significant difference at $p < 0.01$.

Supplemental Figure 7. The regulation network of TaMYB4-A of wheat spike architecture.

(A) Comparison of the spike phenotype of Wild-type (Cadenza) and mutant lines from Cadenza mutant library. 0623 (TaWRKY37-A, TraesCS2A02G443800). Scale bars =2 cm.

(B) Statistics comparison of spike length and spikelet number per spike (SNS) between Wild-type (Cadenza) and 0623 (TaWRKY37-A, TraesCS2A02G443800) mutant lines. Two-tailed Student’s $t$-tests. In box plots, the box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers indicate the full range of the data, and the centre line indicates the median. Different letters mean significant difference at $p < 0.01$. 
(C) Statistics comparison of spike length and grain number per spike (GNPS) between KN9204 and Tamyb4-a mutant lines. Two-tailed Student’s t-tests. In box plots, the box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers indicate the full range of the data, and the centre line indicates the median. Different letters mean significant difference at $p < 0.01$.

(D) The transcription regulatory network (TRN) of TaMYB4-A.

(E) Schematic diagram showing the vectors used in the Luciferase reporter assays of TaMYB4-A regulatory network of Figure 7F.

(F) The expression level of TaDOF17, TaMYB4-A, WFZP, TaAP2-39, TaI-BAK1, TaPILS7.